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1. ABSTRACT
This project aims to explore Reinforcement Learning and
how it can be applied through the Unity game engine. A
small 2D game was designed and implemented to test 12
agents navigating their own training environment. The evaluation of the agents was data gathered and was able to
show that after some fine-tuning and bug fixes, the agents
were able to navigate the course with good precision.

the use of Deep Reinforcement Learning, agents are now
able to make complex decisions. Even in more complex
environments such as the popular strategy game, DOTA 2,
which accounts for a lot of variables and different decisions
that the player can take. In some cases, they are even able
to beat out professional opponents. [3]
4. DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Unity ML Agents

2. INTRODUCTION
With Machine Learning still making progress for each year
passing, the question still looms if one-day video games
could be vastly improved with machine learning [1]. One
tool that could improve exploring this technology greatly,
would be for more open access for game developers to use
Machine Learning in their game creations. One such tool
exists and this report will explore if it is possible to train
and navigate an agent around in a custom-designed game.
A bit of background into what Reinforcement Learning
is will be explored (3). There on, design and implementation of the game applying Reinforcement Learning will
be documented (4). The results of whether this game was
successful in training an agent to navigate its challenge to
it will be analyzed and interpreted (5 & 6).

To test out a deep reinforcement learning environment, I
wanted to able to design my environment from scratch which
means I have to create my own game. The SDK (Software
Development Kit) that helped achieved this was Unity ML
Agents.

3. BACKGROUND & LITERATURE REVIEW
Unlike supervised and unsupervised learning, RL (Reinforcement Learning) algorithms are created to suit one ultimate goal, to create an optimal policy to gain maximum
reward in an environment. [2]

Figure 1. The Bellman Equation
The idea of an RL all comes from the classical Bellman
equation, which makes a decision to maximize the current
value, based on the immediate reward and future value, as
seen in figure 1.
However, much has changed since then and nowadays we
are equipped with advancements that make it possible to
train NNs (Neural Networks). For RL, this means that with
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Figure 2. The different in house training environments created with the ML Agents SDK.
The SDK allows you program a game as you normally
would, but offers you quite a lot of tools to design them
as an training environment for your agent/s. This includes
functionalities such as making the agent observe the environment by referencing vectors such as where the reward
is, where the death penalty is. It also allows create the brain
you want to train, and map the inputs to be either discrete
or continuous. It also includes some sample projects built
in house, so you can get an idea of how to apply the SDK
as seen in figure 2.
The brains can test on multiple agents at once and accept
custom hyper parameters tuning which speeds up training
considerably. All of this is sent to an external Python API
communicator which communicates to the deep learning
algorithms built with TensorFlow. [4]
4.2 Designing the Learning Environment
From the start of the project, I always wanted to create a
navigation puzzle for an agent solve and I always wanted to
include at least 2 dimensions to train something a bit more

complex. I started by sketching a 2D game on paper, where
I took a very traditional game idea such as the classical
Super Mario, and started thinking about how I could build
an observant, input and reward system around this. For the
algorithm, I decided to apply the PPO (Proximal Policy
Optimization) algorithm, which combines the observance
of the agent and the best action in can take to gain the best
optimal reward. [5]
4.2.1 Observance
A simple and small 2D map for the agent to navigated
around in was designed as seen in figure xx. This was
done to both keep the training fast and stable, but also for
the possibility to train multiple agents on different environments.
In the environment, there are three objects that the agent
needs to observe. This includes dangerous pits and walls
that the agent should avoid to reach the desired reward.
The player’s relative position itself and of course the position of the reward.
Counting the 3D positions (created in 3D space) of all
these different object’s position amounts to 22 vectors that
the agents need to observe as well as 6 vectors it should
stack before being sent off to the NN.

Figure 3. Final implementation of the game displaying 12
Agents getting ready to train simultaneously.
time scale was also increased significantly along with the
framerate allowing for more faster training.
5.1 1st Generation
Category
Best Result
Worst Result

Agent #
Agent # 10
Agent # 11

Rewards
125
0

Resets
2277
3376

Table 1. Table over Generation 1.

4.2.2 Agent Inputs
Even though our agent uses a physic component called
rigidbody [6] to move around in the environment, it is discrete inputs controlling the actions. An input can control
whether the direction of the agent moves to a positive horizontal value (1) or a negative horizontal value (-1). For
the last input, a boolean is triggered to make the character
jump by applying force in the vertical value.
With these inputs implemented, it should be possible for
the agent to both navigate towards the positive reward, but
also jump over the pit obstacles.
4.2.3 Rewards and Resetting
The collision of the character has been programmed to detect two objects. The reward orb to collect, and the pit and
wall objects. If the player collides with the orb, a reward
is awarded with the AddReward(float) function. Once the
agent collides with a pit or wall the void AgentReset() function is called which tells the PPO algorithm to store the
observance but also reset the agent to the respawn vector.
The final implementation of the game can be seen in figure 3.
5. RESULTS
For the methodology data was generated with TensorBoard
[7] to view the cumulative reward for each step of the training session. In the Unity environment, a custom counter
for each reward gathered and each reset was also implemented to note down the progress. These are noted down
as what the best agent and worst agent acquired per generation.
Each object was stored as a Unity prefab except the Academy
brain, so it was possible to simulate the training using 12
agents, feeding information to the same NN brain. The

The average rewards collected are 85.6
The average resets are 2415.5
Overall steps were 53k
5.2 2nd Generation
Category
Best Result
Worst Result

Agent #
Agent # 8
Agent # 3

Rewards
2017
1908

Resets
3764
5440

Table 2. Table over Generation 2.
The average rewards collected are 1956.3
The average resets are 4561
Overall steps were 121k
5.3 3rd Generation
Category
Best Result
Worst Result

Agent #
Agent # 8
Agent # 6

Rewards
4114
3065

Resets
579
688

Table 3. Table over Generation 3.
The average rewards collected are 4071.3
The average resets are 621.4
Overall steps were 171k
5.4 Cumulative Reward
And as seen in figure 4 we are given the mean cumulative
reward per episode over each of the training agents [8].

As the implementation was done and the agent was tested
navigating the course, observed data made us aware that
they weren’t seeing much improvement in the first training
course. Bug fixes and further tuning helped immensely as
on the final training course, the agents showed promising
results at navigating the course around.
This in return left us with a well trained Neural Network
model that could perhaps be tested for future iterations of
the environment.
8. FUTURE WORK
Figure 4. Cumulative reward over each steps taken in the
environment. X = Steps, Y = Mean cumulative reward.
Green: Generation 1. Orange: Generation 2. Blue: Generation 3.
6. DISCUSSION
From the data gathered in the previous section 5. The
agents weren’t making much progress during the first generation. Especially since Agent # 8 had managed to get
zero rewards. This was probably due to a negative reward
being punished each time that they would reset. There was
also a game bug, where the agents were able to bounce off
the boundary wall because it was treated as a ”ground” object for the jump boolean to get triggered on. This resulted
in some agents even being able to jump out of the course
altogether. The hyperparameters were also tuned to a very
low batch and buffer size in order to account for discrete
inputs. [9]
For the second generation, this oversight was fixed as
well as an additional reset trigger which spawns the player
back into the environment if they should somehow get smart
and find a way out of the boundary area again. The negative reward was also removed. Lastly, the hyperparameters
were tuned for 50k more steps to resume training as well
as a higher batch and buffer size. The agents were making
small, but not huge progress.
For the last generation, an additional 50k steps were tuned.
This time the batch and buffer sizes were decreased to 512
batch and 5120 buffer. This finally hit a sweet spot as
at 130k steps, the mean cumulative reward was increasing significantly letting us know that the agents were now
making fast training progress as seen in the previous figure
4.
7. CONCLUSION
This project aimed to explore the Machine Learning SDK
developed by Unity Technologies in order to test a successful agent navigating a user-created 2D space. The environment was designed with the reward system in order
to navigate the agent around correctly on the course. Unity
proved to be a very successful and helpful game engine, as
their tools such gravity, vector transformations and collision detection aided with creating the environment as well
as the simple 3D shapes it offers to quickly prototype levels.

Although the training was concluded to be successful after making some mild changes as discussed in section 8.
The question then remains if further improvements could
be made.
First off, the NN model of the agent could be tested on
more vertical levels, with more platforms and dangerous
traps to see how well they would succeed. However, this
limits the number of agents I would be able to see and observe on screen. This could perhaps be fixed with a custom
camera script. It could also be interesting to test all three
dimensions of movement and try to port the model over to
a 3D space also using the z-axis.
Visually, improvements could also be made. The agents
could be changed to actual 3D models with running and
jumping animations to make it more visually fun to look
at.
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